Amendment to Psychology Clinic SWP

July 21, 2020

1. The number of authorized people allowed to access the Psychology Clinic at any given time has increased from 6 to 10 people. This is to allow students the ability to access some of the empty one room occupancy spaces (which will remain Maximum Occupancy 1) for scoring and writing purposes that must be done at the clinic due to privacy & confidentiality reasons.

2. Occupancy of A163 (reception) has increased from 1 to 2 for the purpose of accessing the filing cabinets and copier, which will not compromise the maintenance of 2 meter physical distancing. At no time will 2 people be working in A163 at any given time. There is only one person working periodically in the space and the person is behind plexi-glass shielding. This change in Maximum Occupancy is only to allow access to filing cabinet and photo copier form time to time.

Remember:
- Be mindful in the hallways of yielding to others
- Keep windows open wherever possible

This amendment was discussed and approved by OHSE on July 21, 2020.

Clinic Supervisor (signed): [Signature]

Dated: July 21, 2020